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Abstract: Due to advantages of low dark-count rate, reduced dead-time, and room-
temperature operation, single-photon upconversion detectors for the telecom band are gaining 
strong interest as an alternative to other single-photon counters. In this work, we investigate 
the spatial and spectral distribution of upconverted spontaneous parametric downconversion 
(USPDC) noise, which is the typical dominant noise source in short-wavelength-pumped 
single-photon upconversion detectors for 1.5 µm – 1.6 µm. Our upconversion detector relies 
on a bulk periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal and a 1064 nm intracavity pump 
system that spectrally translates the signal to the visible (~630 nm) where efficient, uncooled, 
and low dark-count Si based single-photon detectors operate. Experimental results show that 
the spectral and spatial distribution of the USPDC noise has a relatively broadband and 
radially modulated pattern that depends on the PPLN temperature, which is in good 
agreement with our numerical simulations. We also demonstrate that for narrow-linewidth 
1575 nm signal photons, the dark-count rate can be significantly reduced by (1) using a 
phase-matched signal angle that corresponds to an upconverted output angle where the 
USPDC noise is at a “local minimum” and (2) applying a spatial filter (instead of an ultra-
narrow bandpass filter) at the output. This simple spatial filtering technique resulted in a 14 
dB dark-count rate reduction. Due to a corresponding decrease in the interaction length of the 
signal with the pump, the upconversion efficiency also decreased, but only with a 2.2 dB 
penalty. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
1. Introduction 
Frequency upconversion is a promising technology for infrared (IR) detection, and it has 
already been demonstrated in applications such as hyperspectral imaging [1], gas sensing [2] 
and single-photon counting [3–5]. Instead of measuring an IR signal directly, it is first mixed 
with a high-intensity pump field in a second-order nonlinear crystal and upconverted into a 
signal at the visible or near-IR range, which can then be detected by high-performance silicon 
or InGaAs based detector. In general, an upconversion detector (UCD) achieves higher 
detectivity and shorter response time at room temperature operation in comparison to 
conventional semiconductor based IR detectors. For single-photon counting, an UCD can 
compete with superconducting single-photon detectors but the need for a cryogenic cooling 
system is circumvented. The specific UCD design varies depending on the application, but 
high-intensity pump field (usually obtained by either a pulsed laser or an intracavity enhanced 
cw laser) is required in order to achieve high upconversion efficiency. However, a high-
intensity pump field in the nonlinear material usually leads to some unwanted parametric 
processes, which can induce noise photons within the acceptance bandwidth of the UCD. One 
well-known example is the upconverted spontaneous parametric downconversion (USPDC) 
noise generated in the poled nonlinear crystal when a short-wavelength pump (i.e., the 
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wavelength of the pump is shorter than that of the signal) is used by the UCD, and its typical 
dark-count rate (DCR) can be 5 × 105 count/s at 1.5 μm [6]. In some particular applications, 
the USPDC noise can be suppressed by using a long-wavelength pump, which can lower the 
DCR down to ~103 count/s that mainly originates from spontaneous Raman scattering [7,8]. 
However, long-wavelength pumping has some challenges for upconversion detection in the 
mid-IR or far-IR range. The two main reasons are: (1) it is impractical to build a high-power 
pump laser in the mid-IR or far-IR range; (2) the upconverted signal in long-wavelength-
pumped UCD may end up outside the sensitive spectral region of the Si/InGaAs detector. 
Moreover, an ultra-narrow bandpass filter such as a volume Bragg grating (VBG) may be 
required for DCR reduction [9]. 
In this paper, we report the first experimental and theoretical study of the spatial and 
spectral distribution of the USPDC noise when a short-wavelength pump is applied in an 
upconversion single-photon detector. A new physical model considering the non-collinear 
parametric process is developed in order to explain our experimental observations. 
Furthermore, we propose a novel yet simple method of using a spatial filter for DCR 
reduction by taking advantage of the spatially non-uniform intensity distribution and the 
relatively broadband spectrum of the noise. We present an experimental demonstration 
showing 14 dB DCR reduction with only a 2.2 dB penalty for the signal. 
2. Spatial distribution of upconverted SPDC noise 
The unique spatial distribution of the USPDC noise was first observed when the background 
noise of the intracavity pumped upconverter was measured by a very sensitive electron 
multiplying CCD (EM-CCD) camera that has single-photon counting capability. We believe 
this is a newly discovered phenomena that can be exploited for DCR suppression in 
upconversion detectors. Therefore, further experimental and theoretical investigations were 
performed. 
2.1 Experiment 
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup where the ring pattern of USPDC noise from a short-
wavelength-pumped UCD was first discovered. More details of the UCD can be found in our 
previous work [10]. It is worth mentioning that the USPDC noise locates in the transmission 
window of the bandpass (BP) filter set in front of the EM-CCD camera (Luca S 658M, 
Andor). Three images of the ring pattern as shown in Fig. 1 were obtained using three 
different periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals at the same operating 
temperature T = 50 °C. PPLN 1 has a length of 25 mm and a poling period of Λ = 11.97 μm. 
PPLN 2 and PPLN 3 are both 40 mm long with Λ = 12 μm. All three PPLN crystals have a 
lateral size of 1 mm x 1 mm. The ring patterns from these three crystals are different from 
each other. This suggests that it is the specific poling structure rather than the design 
parameters of each crystal that determines the distribution of the ring pattern. Additionally, 
the output of a 633 nm He-Ne laser was transmitted through the PPLN directly and no 
interference ring pattern was found. Thus, interference was ruled out as a mechanism for the 
ring pattern generation. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the USPDC ring pattern observation and three images taken by 
the camera for three different PPLN crystals at the same operating temperature T = 50 °C. M, 
mirrors; LD, laser diode. The BP filter set contain a 600 nm long-pass filter, a 650 nm short-
pass filter, and a bandpass filter with a central wavelength of 635 nm and a FWHM = 10 nm. 
The scale on top of the images indicates the angle θext corresponding to a lateral position on the 
image. Diffraction patterns caused by dust particles on the filter are visible on the image. 
Fig. 2. Intensity profiles of the USPDC noise for PPLN 1 crystal operating at different 
temperatures (see Visualization 1). 
Figure 2 shows the USPDC ring pattern of PPLN 1 crystal operating at different 
temperatures. The diameter of the rings decreased with increasing temperature. The overlay 
plot with the ring pattern at T = 40 °C is calculated based on the non-collinear quasi-phase 
matching (QPM) condition and it shows the central wavelength λs of the signal as a function 
of the angle θext described in Fig. 1. The length of the vertical bars included in the plot 
indicates the acceptance bandwidth (Δλs ≈0.52 nm). The spectral content of the ring pattern at 
different position varies along the radius. The average intensity of the ring pattern is also 
found to vary with temperature. We primarily attribute the temperature-dependence of the 
average intensity of USPDC to the variation of the 1064 nm pump power inside the laser 
cavity with changing PPLN temperature. 
2.2 Theory 
Due to present restrictions in the manufacturing technique, random-duty-cycle (RDC) error in 
QPM devices (e.g. PPLN crystal) is unavoidable. It leads to the pedestal effect that triggers 
USPDC photon generation when a short-wavelength pump is applied in a UCD [11]. Previous 
theoretical treatment of USPDC generation [11] mainly focuses on the intensity calculation 
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with collinear interaction. In order to explain the angular distribution of USPDC noise 
photons that was observed in the experiment, a model involving the non-collinear interaction 
needs to be established. 
Fig. 3. k-vectors for the phase mismatched but parasitic SPDC process (red dotted region) 
followed by the quasi-phase-matched upconversion process (blue dotted region). 
Figure 3 shows the non-collinear parametric process that is described in our proposed 
model. The poling period is Λ, kj = 2πnj/λj is the wave vector and subscripts i, s, p and up 
represent the idler, signal, pump and the upconversion fields, respectively. nj is the refractive 
index and λj is the wavelength. Using the assumption of non-collinear plane wave interaction 
with small angles, non-depleted pump, and transverse momentum conservation, the electric 
field Ej propagating along the z-direction is governed by the differential equations [12] 
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Δkup and Δkd are the phase mismatch of the upconversion and the downconversion, 
respectively. deff and g(z) represent the nonlinear coefficient and the poling structure of the 
PPLN crystal, respectively. The maximum upconversion efficiency is expected when the non-
collinear QPM condition is fulfilled, i.e., 
( , ) 2 / .up sk λ φ πΔ = Λ (3)
2.3 Simulations 
According to the length, poling period Λ and specified RDC error of PPLN 1, g(z) is assigned 
with discrete values. Afterwards, Es and Eup are solved numerically based on Eq. (1) for a 
given λs and φ. Figure 4 shows an example of the numerical calculation. As expected, the 
normally phase mismatched SPDC photons are broadband. Unlike the spectrum of the SPDC, 
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the spectral coverage of USPDC photons is narrower with the central peak governed by the 
non-collinear QPM condition, i.e., the quasi-phase-matched upconversion process with the 
condition given by Eq. (3) determines where the USPDC photon count will be significant. 
Fig. 4. (a) SPDC and (b) USPDC given by the simulation results. (c) Angular profile of the 
USPDC noise and the corresponding spectrum |G(Δkd)|2 of the simulated poling structure. 
Fig. 5. Simulation results showing the USPDC pattern using crystal parameters specified for 
PPLN 1 operating at different temperatures considering the 45% (at 635 nm) quantum 
efficiency of the EM-CCD camera (see Visualization 2). 
In the simulation, the following parameter settings were used: 1064 nm pump power Pp = 
100 W, pump beam diameter 2ω0 = 400 μm, PPLN length L = 25 mm, poling period Λ = 
11.97 μm, T = 66.7 °C and the RDC error is 6% with a Gaussian distribution. The red dash 
curve in Fig. 4(c) is the angular profile of the USPDC photon count rate obtained by 
integrating Fig. 4(b) over the λs axis (i.e., a range that, on the upconverted side, corresponds 
to the 635 ± 5 nm pass-band of the filter used in the experiment), and the blue dash curve is 
the |G(Δkd)|2 [13], where G(Δkd) is the Fourier transform of g(z), and Δkd is given by Eq. (2) 
and Eq. (3). The strong correlation between these two curves indicates that the USPDC can be 
separated into SPDC and upconversion stages. The SPDC process is phase mismatched, but 
not negligible, and the profile of ISPDC is decided by the specific poling structure with a 
corresponding |G(Δkd)|2. The upconversion efficiency ηup(λs, φ) has the optimum values when 
Eq. (3) is satisfied. Assuming that the acceptance bandwidth and angle are small enough (Δλs 
< 1 nm, Δφ ~1 mrad), the upconversion efficiency can be simplified as ηup(λs, φ) = η(φ)δ(Δkup 
– 2π/Λ), where η(φ) is the upconversion efficiency considering the reduction of interaction
length due to the non-collinear interaction [14]. Then, the power of USPDC can be written as:
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Thus, the angular profile of the USPDC power is mainly decided by the SPDC intensity 
profile combined with the quasi-phase matched upconversion process. 
By converting the angular distribution of the USPDC noise into a radial profile, the two-
dimensional USPDC pattern with rotation symmetry was generated. Figure 5 shows the 
USPDC pattern with the same simulation parameters except for the crystal temperature. 
Consistent with the experimental result, the simulated USPDC noise emerges as a ring 
pattern; the diameter of the ring decreases with increasing temperature and that the radial 
positions of local minima change with temperature. 
3. Signal-to-noise ratio improvement for short-wavelength-pumped
upconversion single-photon detector
When a monochromatic IR signal is measured with the UCD, the bandwidth of the 
upconverted signal is usually narrower than that of the USPDC noise. Therefore, the use of a 
narrow bandpass (spectral) filter was the typical method for DCR reduction in previous works 
[15,16]. Our experiments and simulations showed that both the intensity and the spectrum of 
USPDC noise vary spatially, which implies that the noise can also be removed by spatial 
filtering when the upconverted signal is located at a local minimum of the noise pattern. A 
demonstration of weak IR signal detection, at low photon count rates measurable with single-
photon counters, was performed in order to confirm this novel DCR reduction scheme. 
3.1 Experimental setup 
Fig. 6. Experimental setup for single-photon detection based on short-wavelength-pumped 
UCD. SPC, single-photon counter (Si based); LD, laser diode; BP, bandpass filter set. 
Figure 6 shows a setup for single-photon detection with a short-wavelength-pumped UCD. 
The linearly polarized output of a fiber laser at 1575 nm was attenuated to the pW level 
before coupling into the UCD. The fiber tip and the collimating lens were mounted onto a 
translation stage, which enabled angle tuning of the IR signal by translating the stage 
horizontally. The IR signal was mixed with the 1064 nm pump field inside a 25 mm long 
PPLN crystal with Λ = 11.97 μm. The power of the upconversion signal was optimized by 
tuning the angle of incidence of the IR signal for different operating temperatures of the 
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PPLN crystal. After collimation and spatial filtering, the upconverter output was guided by a 
flip mirror, and either measured by a Si based single-photon counter (COUNT-250C-FC, 
intrinsic DCR = 70 s−1, Laser Components) directly or imaged by a camera. The red dots on 
the USPDC ring pattern in Fig. 6 illustrate two different positions of the upconverted signal 
for two different angles φ. Using the collinear case (φ = 0), the efficiencies of different 
components used in the experiment were characterized as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Efficiency characterization 
Mirror 
transmission 
Internal upconversion 
efficiency ηup 
Pinhole 
efficiency 
Fiber coupling 
efficiency 
QE of SPC 
@635nm 
Total 
efficiency ηtot 
72% 6% 83% 81% 73% 2.1%
The diameter of the pinhole in Fig. 6 was 400 μm, which corresponded to the width of the 
innermost dark annular region of the USPDC noise pattern shown in the inset of Fig. 6. 
Therefore, a strongly reduced DCR was expected when the pinhole was placed at the local 
minimum of the noise pattern. Meanwhile, in order to ensure that the upconverted signal 
passed through the pinhole efficiently, the IR signal from the single mode fiber (N.A. = 0.12; 
mode-field diameter = 10 μm) was coupled inside the PPLN with a 4f lens system (f300 and 
f11 with focal length of 300 mm and 11 mm, respectively). The diameter of the upconverted 
signal at the position of the pinhole (placed after a collimating lens f125 with focal length of 
125 mm) was around 450 μm, which was comparable to the size of the pinhole. However, the 
1/e2 beam diameter of the IR signal inside the PPLN crystal was ~270 μm, which is larger 
than the required value that leads to optimal spatial overlap between the interacting pump and 
IR signal. Therefore, the measured internal upconversion efficiency ηup (6%) was lower than 
the theoretical one (16%) considering a 60 W 1064 nm pump power with a pump size 2ω0 = 
400 μm. In principle, we can further improve ηup by increasing the pump power. Using a 
similar UCD design (Λ = 12.07 μm, λs = 1646 nm), we have previously demonstrated that a 
160 W pump with optimal spatial overlap with the signal can achieve ηup as high as 45% [2]. 
In this work, a moderate pump power was used to maintain a stable operation of the UCD 
over the range of operating temperature in which USPDC noise was investigated. 
3.2 Results 
For every PPLN crystal operating temperature, the IR signal angle φ was fine tuned in order 
to maximize the power of the upconverted signal. The red square in Fig. 7(a) shows the 
temperature of the PPLN crystal versus the experimentally obtained optimal φ, along with the 
numerical result (black curve) given by the QPM condition. The upconverted signal count 
rate (SCR) and the DCR are shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively. The collinear 
upconversion was achieved at 68.5 °C. The markers A and B indicate the data for cases with 
and without pinhole, respectively. Comparing these two cases, the SCR and DCR were 
reduced by 0.6 dB and 8 dB, respectively. With increasing angle φ, the SCR decreased due to 
a reduction in the effective crystal length [14]. Comparing the collinear upconversion (marker 
A) at 68.5 °C with the non-collinear case at 66.4 °C (marker C), the DCR decreased from
~1.4 × 104 s−1 to ~3.6 × 103 s−1 with a signal reduction of 1.6 dB.
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Fig. 7. (a) PPLN crystal temperature versus the corresponding optimal IR signal angle φ. The 
red square is the experimental result and the black curve is the numerical simulation given by 
the QPM condition. Due to slight discrepancy introduced by the Sellmeier equations, a small 
offset of 1.2 °C is used in the simulated results in order to fit with the experimental one. (b) 
SCR and (c) DCR measured at different operating temperatures of the PPLN crystal. 
Comparing the collinear upconversion without pinhole (marker B) to the non-collinear 
case with the spatial filter at the local minimum (marker C), our method achieved a DCR 
reduction of 14 dB with only a 2.2 dB penalty on the SCR. Based on the formula for the 
noise-equivalent-power (NEP) calculation [17]: 
2 /s totNEP DCRω η=   (5)
The NEP values at marker B and C are around 2.2 fW/Hz1/2 and 0.7 fW/Hz1/2, respectively. 
Therefore, our proposed method achieved an overall NEP improvement factor of 3. 
At marker B, the measured DCR is ~1 × 105 s−1. Using the same parameters as the 
simulation result shown in Fig. 4, the USPDC count rate of 22 virtual PPLN crystals with the 
same RDC error of 6% but different poling structures were calculated. The average USPDC 
count rate is 3.0 × 105 s−1 (standard deviation of 1.3 × 105 s−1), which is in the same order of 
magnitude as the measured DCR. 
Based on both our experimental and theoretical investigations, the USPDC photons are 
mainly distributed in a solid cone corresponding to –15 mrad < θext < 15 mrad and the 
spectrum of the noise pattern at different position varies along the radius. Therefore, the 
central wavelength of the spatially filtered noise is determined by the pinhole position on the 
USPDC noise pattern. Furthermore, the diameter of the pinhole and the acceptance bandwidth 
of the upconversion process determine the final spectral bandwidth of the noise. For example, 
Fig. 8(a) shows the USPDC pattern at a PPLN crystal temperature T = 65 °C. A pinhole with 
a diameter of 400 μm located at θext = 6 mrad (local minimum between the central peak and 
the innermost bright ring) would result in λs = 1574.8 nm and Δλs = 0.5 nm. Figure 8(b) is for 
the case of T = 140 °C, in which the local minimum locates near the center of the ring pattern. 
A larger pinhole can be applied in this case since the dark area around the local minimum is 
larger than in the previous one. Therefore, using collinear upconversion that maximizes 
interaction length (and, thus, conversion efficiency), a centered pinhole of 1.2 mm diameter 
would result in λs = 1597.5 nm and Δλs = 0.6 nm. A larger pinhole also means that the IR 
signal can be focused with a beam diameter of less than 270 µm inside the PPLN crystal to 
optimize its spatial overlap with the pump beam and consequently improve conversion 
efficiency. The bandwidth of the upconverted noise after the pinhole is Δλup = Δλs λ2up/λ2s = 
0.1 nm, which is comparable to the 0.06 nm bandwidth of the VBG used in a previous work 
on DCR reduction with a spectral filter [9]. 
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Fig. 8. USPDC pattern for PPLN 1 operating at temperature of 65 °C and 140 °C. The overlay 
plots show λs as a function of θext. The blue dash circles indicate the areas from which to collect 
the upconverted signal. 
For weak IR signal detection with short-wavelength-pumped UCD, the procedure for 
noise reduction with a pinhole is summarized as follows: First, optimize the collinear 
conversion efficiency by temperature tuning and obtain the corresponding USPDC noise 
pattern. Second, locate the local minimum of the noise pattern and choose a pinhole with the 
proper size that matches the width of the darkest annular region of the noise pattern. Third, 
with the assistance of a sensitive (EM-CCD) camera, fine tune the temperature of the PPLN 
crystal until the upconversion signal locates at a local minimum of the noise pattern. Fourth, 
block the noise with the pinhole and measure the upconverted signal with a Si based single-
photon counter. 
4. Summary and Discussion
For the first time, the non-uniform angular distribution of USPDC noise photons was 
measured in a short-wavelength-pumped UCD based on a bulk PPLN crystal. In order to 
explain its mechanism, a model considering non-collinear parametric interaction was 
established. Due to the presence of RDC error in the PPLN crystal poling structure, the SPDC 
intensity is enhanced, and it also has a unique spatial and spectral distribution ISPDC(λs,φ). 
However, only the SPDC photons that fulfill the non-collinear QPM condition Δkup(λs,φ) = 
2π/Λ can be further upconverted efficiently. Therefore, the intensity of USPDC noise can be 
written as a function of the IR signal angle φ only. In order to further verify our model, 
simulations were run, and the results were consistent with the experimental results: (1) the 
USPDC photons given by simulation results also have angular distribution in both spatial and 
spectral region of interest. The USPDC count rate given by the simulation is comparable to 
the experimental one. (2) The rings in the spatial pattern of USPDC photons given by both 
experimental and numerical results contract towards the center with the increase of 
temperature. (3) The PPLN crystal with the same designed parameters but different RDC 
error shows different ring patterns. 
Based on the discovery of the USPDC ring pattern, we proposed a simple method for 
DCR reduction in single-photon detection using UCD. By choosing the proper non-collinear 
upconversion, the position of the upconverted signal can be moved to a local minimum of the 
USPDC ring pattern that enables a more efficient spatial filtering of the USPDC noise. 
Accordingly, a single-photon detection experiment based on the short-wavelength-pumped 
UCD was performed. Our method achieved a 14 dB DCR reduction with only 2.2 dB penalty 
in SCR. 
The central wavelength of the filtered USPDC noise photons is a function of the radial 
position of the pinhole on the ring pattern, and the 400 µm diameter pinhole used in our 
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experiment is equivalent to an ultra-narrow (spectral) bandpass filter with a FWHM of ~0.1 
nm at the output of the upconverter. Therefore, our method is a promising alternative to the 
use of expensive bandpass filters (e.g. volume Bragg grating). Moreover, the pinhole used in 
the experiment can be replaced by an annular aperture for free-space IR signal detection 
considering a ring-shaped upconverted signal. In our previous work where UCD was used for 
an atmospheric Lidar application [2], no spatial filter was applied for USPDC noise reduction. 
If an annular aperture is applied in that experiment, the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector is 
expected to improve following the same principle of using a pinhole to suppress USPDC 
noise without significant signal losses as demonstrated in this paper. The use of a spatial filter 
is also a potential low-cost alternative to the use of ultra-narrow bandpass filters to reduce the 
DCR in 2 µm upconversion detector (with 1064 nm pump) [18] and in long-wavelength-
pumped UCDs based on bulk periodically poled nonlinear crystals (i.e., suppression of 
upconverted spontaneous Raman scattering noise). 
The side-effect of using non-collinear upconversion for DCR reduction is the decrease in 
total detection efficiency. However, our experiment also showed that a local minimum could 
also appear in the center of the ring pattern where collinear upconversion occurs. This implies 
that for a certain IR wavelength signal, maximum detection efficiency and significant DCR 
reduction by simple spatial filtering can be achieved simultaneously. 
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